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BBC Newsround and
BLOODHOUND help to engineer
success for the future generation
Students from North Liverpool Academy and Four Oaks Primary School joined
forces to use their science and engineering skills to build model cars
that might one day break the land speed record.
Year 7 students from North
Liverpool Academy and Year 5
students from Four Oaks worked
in teams on the BLOODHOUND
project, which was filmed for BBC
Newsround.
The BLOODHOUND project is a
global engineering adventure,
using a 100mph world land speed
record to attempt to inspire the next
generation to enjoy, explore and
get involved in science, technology,
engineering and mathematics
(STEM).

tested (under close supervision of
the British Army) to see how fast
they went over a set distance.

Both sets of students had a fantastic
experience and designed some
amazing rocket cars!

The data from each model rocket
car was collected by an on-board
BBC Microbit (mini on-board
computer), with the data being
quickly downloaded by a team from
Microsoft to establish top speed and
acceleration.

North Liverpool Academy would
like to thank the BLOODHOUND
engineers and ambassadors,
Microsoft representatives, the
British Army, Four Oaks Primary and
All About STEM for organising this
fantastic workshop for students.

The BLOODHOUND project centres
on BLOODHOUND SSC, a supersonic
car that is designed not only to
go faster than the speed of sound
(supersonic), but to over 1,000mph
(1,600km/h), covering a mile in just
3.6 seconds.
Students were challenged with
designing and building their own
model rocket cars that were then

Student approached by
American author
A level Art student, Lauren, has been approached by an American
author to help illustrate a new book.
The author made direct contact with that have taken place.” Lauren, Year
12.
Lauren after they viewed her work
online.
“This is a hugely exiting opportunity
for Lauren, and a valuable lesson
The final piece was a mixed media
piece, with collage, water colour and to all art students in the power of
the internet in reaching a wider
graphite details.
audience beyond our community.”
“I am still in shock. I still can’t quite
Miss Donnelly, Art teacher.
believe some of the conversations
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Workshop hosted
by Jeff Rich
Legendary drummer, Jeff Rich, visited

North Liverpool Academy to give one of his great drum
and percussion workshops. Year seven attended the
workshop with Jeff, giving the students a brief history of
the drum and how it has evolved over time, from being a
hard piece of animal skin to the modern-day equivalent.
Demonstrating different techniques,
skills and genres, Jeff Rich truly gave a
workshop that showed invaluable tricks-ofthe-trade that our very own young
drummers were sure to take note of. That
wasn’t all – Jeff did not only demonstrate
these skills, but also had students (and staff)
get involved in the exercises and show if they
had what it takes to become a drummer,
including our very own Miss Munroe who
showed off her drumming dynamics.

Once the workshop was over, every student
and member of staff were given a percussive
instrument, a groove to keep whilst Jeff
jumped on his infamous drum kit. Along with
our students, Jeff made an ensemble that
was one to be reckoned with.
That’s not all. The pièce de résistance was
when Jeff allowed students to play his drum
kit – this was a huge hit with the students
(and Mr. Mulholland) who all went home
with a memory that they will never forget.

Wheelie Good Fun

The first Wheel’s Extreme was a huge success at the Academy.
Wheel’s Extreme is an alternative sports
provision aimed at improving the lives of young
people through rollerblading, scooter riding,
BMXing and skate-boarding.
Wheel’s Extreme is a charity that aims to
inspire students through the use of extreme
sports. They allowed students to develop their
leadership skills alongside trying four new
sports over 7 weeks; scooter, skateboarding,
BMXing and inline skating.
Mr Metcalf said “The club is part of the legacy
of the Sky Sports Living for Sport project. It has
been established to improve the confidence
of our students and allow them to make new
friends – something that is really important
when you come to a new school. The club has
run really well, some students have learnt to
ride a bike, others are trying out new tricks and
most importantly everyone is having great fun.”
With the club only running for one term only

to start, the students were taken on a trip to
Rampworx in Aintree for their last session,
funded by Wheels’s Extreme.
The final session offered the Academy’s skater
boys and girls the opportunity to try all of the
new skills they had learnt on the dozens of
ramps on offer at the facility, with all students
facing their fears and taking the plunge on
some of the sites highest and steepest ramps.
Aaron, a Year 7 student said “Going to
Rampworx was an amazing experience. There
were multiple ramps that were huge and steep.
There was a colossal ramp which a member of
staff even went down.”
Mr Metcalf reflected on the trip:
“On behalf of our students I would like to thank
Jenna and Neil at Wheel’s Extreme for giving
our students such a wonderful opportunity to
take part in new sports that they have never
tried before”.

Dance workshop fit for the stars
In February we were very lucky to invite Tom Shilcock into the Academy to run a
commercial dance workshop with our gifted and talented dancers from years 7–13.
Tom has worked with lots of professionals
such as Cheryl Cole, Britney Spears, Rihanna
and many more. His choreography was very
technical with lots of dynamic changes and
musicality was essential.
He gave our students vital knowledge about
the performing arts industry and how to make
it as a professional dancer. Students were
treated to audition preparation coaching and
learnt how to make themselves stand out
when in large auditions.
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At the end of the workshop Tom picked out
one Year 10 student, Nikita Simione, and
asked her to perform. He advised that if it
was a real audition he would of selected
her due to the determination and focus she
showed. Nikita was also invited to attend
a Can You Dance event where there will be
dance scouts.
The students had a brilliant day and look
forward to practising their new moves.
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Humanutopia workshop for
Primary School
Year 4 students from The Beacon Primary School joined us at North Liverpool
Academy this term, to take part in the Heroes’ Journey workshop delivered
by Humanutopia, a social enterprise who work closely with young people
across the UK.
Visiting students were joined
by a group of Year 10 North
Liverpool Academy students,
who were also taking part in
the workshop.
The aim of the Heroes’
Journey workshop is to
help students develop
essential life skills and to
break negative cycles in
school with other students,
teachers and at home with
family members. The journey
involves a young person
joining a team of ‘heroes’, a
group of older students who
are committed to becoming
good role models to the
younger student.

to guess what they were
doing. Both sets of students
Following a number of other were equally as energetic in
acting out their motions!
smaller group tasks which
included snakes and ladders, The final activity of the day
The workshop began by
counting to twenty and hand focused on dreams and
mixing students from both
aspirations, as students
clapping, students were
schools into small groups,
from both schools told each
asked
to
share
their
proudest
with North Liverpool
other their aspirations for
Academy students acting as moments in primary and
the future. Our visiting Year
the ‘heroes’ for the younger secondary school with
4 students were then invited
each
other.
Visiting
Year
4
students from The Beacon.
up, one by one, to sit in the
students were extremely
After a group icebreaker
brave and stepped up to the dream chair. Whilst sat in
where students learned each
the chair they addressed the
microphone to share their
other’s names, birthdays and
proudest moments with the whole of the sports hall and
common interests, students
told everyone their dreams
whole of the sports hall.
moved on to a series of
The workshop burst into life for the future.
activities.
for the next activity as both It was brilliant to see both
First up, students from The
sets of students participated sets of students bond
Beacon discussed their
in a game of Ask Ben. Within together. Our Year 10
perceptions of teenagers,
their groups, students acted students certainly played
focusing in particular on
out certain motions; running, up to the role as ‘heroes’
how they feel teenagers act
and were a credit to the
swimming, playing darts,
and behave when walking
baking, to which others had Academy.
down the street with their
friends.

Students experience a day
at University

Year 7 students got their first taste of university life.
Year 7 students took a trip to the University
of Liverpool to have a tour of the campus and
experience University life. On arrival, students
were greeted by the very friendly student
advocates, who escorted them across the
huge campus for their first session in one of
the seminar rooms. Year 7 students worked
together in groups to plan and design their
own Student Society, before presenting their
ideas to the rest of the group. Our students
come up with some brilliant ideas, such as
Anime Club, Street Dancing, Music for Charity
and Football Warriors.
The club that gained the most votes, however,
was Bug Marines, an idea which encouraged
students to bring and train a selection of bugs
using ready-made obstacle courses!
Congratulations to the winning team: Liam
Lambert, Coby Ali, James Charnock, Divine
Udoma and Al-Amin Afolabi for their winning
ideas – and for their demonstration starring
Jeff, the ladybug.
Following a brief walk across campus, students
took part in their second session of the day,
where they learned how to plan their finances
and budget for luxuries. Most students
managed to plan their student allowances so
carefully that they were even left with enough
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money for a takeaway dinner at the end of the
week! Students were lead to appreciate the
financial aspect of life at university, and how
important it was to plan ahead.
Students were then taken on a tour around
some of the 192 buildings that make up the
enormous campus. They explored the sports
hall and the library, and were particularly
impressed by the rolling bookcases.
After lunch, students were then treated to a
very exciting science lecture. Students learned
all about the properties of solids, liquids and
gasses, and took part in a number of terrifying
experiments involving liquid nitrogen!
Firstly, they witnessed self-inflating balloons
that had been frozen to -196 degrees celsius
and inflated automatically as they thawed
to room temperature. Volunteers were then
invited down to participate in an experiment
using liquid nitrogen and the effect it has on
a range of objects. Students were further
treated to a demonstration of what would
happen to the human stomach if liquid
nitrogen were ingested!
Overall, the students thoroughly enjoyed their
day, and many are already considering the
degree courses that they would like to study at
Liverpool University.
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Students complete University of Liverpool Future
Scholars programme.
A group of students from North Liverpool Academy have successfully completed the University of Liverpool
Future Scholars programme, which involves a range of activities aimed at supporting talented students in their
entry into higher education and preparing them for university.
The programme involved application guidance
masterclasses, lectures and academic key skills
workshops, finishing with students completing
an academic assignment of 2000 words.
Students are now in receipt of a reduced offer
by 2 grades, and if they meet this offer and
choose to study at the University of Liverpool,
will receive the Scholars Award, a bursary of up
to £3,000 per year.
All nine students reflected on the programme:
Zhanan Ao – Future Scholars has helped me
decide which pathway to follow into Higher
Education; the mentor programme meant I
could explore different options with someone
already at University which helped me decide
on the science I want to pursue. I want to study
Physics at University.

and independent research skills. Support
from a mentor helped me develop my critical
understanding and response to academic
feedback. I want to study Law at the University
of Liverpool.

Gowritharan Sivalingam – I developed essay
writing skills which will assist me in my A Level
Biology this year. I want to study Chemistry at
University.

Ting Wang – Future Scholars has helped me
Jessica Parker – Future Scholars has made
develop research skills in order to complete
the course I want to study at University more
academic assignments, and the support of a
achievable through the reduced offer system,
mentor meant I had a critical friend to assist me
and has made me more determined to study at in essay writing. I want to study Marine Biology
University and within the city. I want to study
at the University of Liverpool.
Psychological Sciences at the University of
Lauren Moore-Williams – Future Scholars has
Liverpool.
helped me secure a place at University, and

developed my confidence in my own ability
through mentor support with essay writing and
research skills. I want to study Physics at the
University of Liverpool.
Ibrahim Ahmed – Future Scholars has meant I
have a firm reduced offer from the University
of Liverpool meaning my next step within
Higher Education is more secure. I want to
study Maths at University.

Abiramy Chellappah – The Reduced Offer
as part of the programme has developed
my confidence that I will be accepted on the
University course of my choice. I want to study
Actuarial Science at the University of Liverpool.
Michael Hardy – Future Scholars helped me
develop skills I need for University which are
not taught in school, such as referencing skills
for academic essays. I want to study Physics at
the University of Liverpool.
Matthew Hughes – Participating in Future
Scholars developed my essay writing skills

Sixth Form prefects on
lunchtime duties
North Liverpool Academy has appointed 22 school prefects from
Years 12 and 13.

Students complete duties at lunchtime in designated areas around the school.
The prefects support staff during their lunchtime duties and have been very successful in their
role, contributing to the school moving to one lunchtime successfully.

Music trip
Year 9 and 10 Music students
had the opportunity to visit the
Beatles museum at the Albert
Dock as part of their KS4 course.

The prefects are fantastic role models for our younger students and have approached their
duties with responsibility and maturity.
Our prefects are:
Lauren Moore Williams (Head Girl)
Michael Hardy (Head Boy)
Olivia Jones (Deputy Head Girl)
Anthony Baker (Deputy Head Boy)
Gowri Sivalingham
Rian Bell
Jenna Harper

Nicola Jones
Olivia Manning
Molly Farley
Ryan Nevin
Ryan Brewer
Alisha Jones
Ryan Walker
Abriamy Chellappah

Nancy Rupunda
Larissa Mbessa
Ebissesseye
Zainab Sadiq
Rosie Collister
Ben Lawler
Becky Allen
Rebecca Hughes

The Beatles music features as part of the
specification and the trip allowed the students
to learn more about the history and context of
the band.
The students also got to enjoy a 4D movie
experience where they were splashed in the
face with water and jumped out of their seats
when their feet were tickled by sea creatures!
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Future writers success in
writing competition
Year Sevens have been taking part in a Creative Writing
competition. Students wrote and redrafted exciting narratives,
and worked hard to edit and improve their writing. Out of over
50 entries, Jessica Connell was the winner, with ‘Behind The
Shadows’, earning top prize of £20 Nando’s vouchers. Alexandra
McKweon-Redrup took second place with her short story, bagging
£10 High Street vouchers, and Ali-Amin Afolabi came third,
winning £5 in High Street vouchers. Special mentions were
also given to Jamie Davies and Katie Hackett for being close
runners-up.

An extract of the winning story “Behind The Shadows”

Networking at
Liverpool Football Club

About a week later after Amber had reluctantly tried to talk
about my problems and what has happened to me in the past.
I had a panic attack. Father wasn’t home and Lexi was at a
friends house. I instantly fell to the floor, everything went blurry.
I struggled to breath. And all I could see was black and blue
dots circling around the room, until Amber appeared in my
vision. She was standing up, laughing, as I struggled. I don’t
think she knew that I could see her, but as soon as I spoke, she
tried to smother me and act like my mother. I screamed. As loud
as I could. I would not take her ‘help’ (which wasn’t helping
anyway). I bellowed, wailed and howled until she left me. Once
she backed a few steps away from me, I yelled “Don’t touch me
and don’t try to be my mother!” “I saw you laughing before I
spoke, how dare you!” She replied remorsefully “Sweetheart, I
would never.” She acted calm about what she had done, but I
continuously shrieked in pain whilst whimpering. As tear drops
swiftly glided down both sides of my face, I attempted to stand
up, but I ambled while trying. I somehow managed to stand and
I quickly gripped onto a chair and I angrily smacked Amber over
her upper body with it. What had I done?

Sixth Form students visited Liverpool Football
Club to participate in a speed networking event,
designed to introduce young people in the local
community to the careers on offer within a world
class football club.
Students interviewed executives from across the business, including
those working in event management, legal, marketing, administration,
communications and merchandising.
Students also had the opportunity to hear from Ian Ayre, Chief
Executive and Ian Rush about their career pathways and lessons they
have learned along the way.

All students who attended found the experience inspirational and several
have decided to pursue work placements in related fields.
As a thank you for their participation, three students were invited to
watch Liverpool vs Chelsea in January.

Peer Mentor
Training

Music trip to visit a composer
Year nine, ten and thirteen music
students took a trip to Liverpool’s
Edge Hill train station to view
‘Different Trains’ by pioneering
minimalist composer, Steve Reich.
The piece was performed by
London Contemporary Orchestra
who were able to give the
audience a more-than-memorable
performance.

In February, our student voice members
completed the bronze level peer mentor training
with CAMHS. The students spent two days
learning about the importance of good mental
health and all of the mental illnesses that affect 1
in 4 people every day. The purpose of the training
was for our students to gain understanding about
mental health so they can help promote good
mental health and wellbeing with all students
and staff across the school. Students who took
part passed their training and are now working
on a school project so that they can achieve
their silver award. The students represented our
school with maturity and respect for one another
creating a safe and supportive environment
where everyone was able to communicate their
thoughts, feelings and ideas on such a current
and important topic as mental health.

Reich composed the piece to give
the audience the perspective
of what it was like for him, a
Jew, to travel on different trains
throughout Europe and the United
States during the Second World
War. Reich was accompanied
by filmmaker Bill Morrison
who created the film, and Mats
Bergstrӧm who later performed
another Reich piece; ‘Electric
Counterpoint’.

Leigh Horner at CAMHS said “Thank you
for having us in to the Academy. The
mentoring group at North Liverpool Academy
were one of the best groups we’ve worked with
on this course. With the nature of the course
being about mental health, it isn’t the easiest of
topics to talk about, but your students did with
respect, maturity, enthusiasm and dedication to
helping the mental health and emotional wellbeing of their peers”.
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This trip allowed for the year ten
class to not only gain a first-hand
look at one of their set works
for their GCSE Music exam, it
also allowed for the students to
auditory observe a genre of music
that was new to them, one that
they had not heard before. When
asked about their opinions on
this genre of music, the students
described it as being ‘enjoyably
unique’ and ‘different in a good
way’.
A Sixth Former who attended
said, ‘The work of Steve Reich is
simply extraordinary. His work
takes you to places where you can
lose yourself; allows you to fully
immerse yourself in the stylings
of one of music’s most influential,
creative and unique minimalist
composers…simply astounding!’
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Remembrance Day installation

Students worked in collaboration with teachers at North Liverpool Academy to create this year’s Remembrance Day installation.
The theme for this year’s installation was
the ‘brave soldier’, as staff and students
remembered those who went to war, those who
returned, and the families affected by conflict.

answered their country’s call.

Each student received a hand-made gift tag
that symbolised a military dog tag. Each tag
represented the servicemen and women who

The superlambana was the main feature of
the installation and was painted in the style of
a World War One Kings Border Soldier.

Students penned a personal response or
reflection onto the tags which were to be
hung above the superlambana.

“They sacrificed everything for
our freedom, the least we could
do is sacrifice a few lunchtimes to
create something special.”

“The students have made an outstanding

– Eleanor Rimmer.

– Miss Donnelly.

contribution to Remembrance Day. I am so, so
proud of their energy and commitment to the
project. Thank you to everyone for contributing
and making this even possible.”

Leadership workshop with the
British Army
A group of Year 12 and 13 Public Service students took part in a teamwork
and leadership workshop with the British Army.

North Liverpool Academy
awarded NCS
Championship Status

Students engaged in problem solving activities and a
number of tasks which helped develop their physical
and mental attributes.
“I thoroughly enjoyed the practical activities the British
Army put in place. My favourite activity was walking the
plank.” Aaron Brown, Year 12.
“I was delighted to see students work together and
engage in the activities set out by the soldiers. The
students were mature, respectful and were a real credit
to the school.” Miss Jenkins.

We are delighted to announce that
North Liverpool Academy has been
awarded NCS Championship Status.
The Academy was recognised
for its collaboration with the
National Citizen Service, how we
embrace their ethos and how we
link their activities into our I-Lead
programme.
Year 11 and 12 students were
also applauded for their work
taking part in and promoting
the National Citizen Service
programme.
The National Citizen Service is
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a three-part programme run
for 15-17 year olds. It’s perfect
for boosting CV experience,
personal statements and UCAS
forms. The government-funded
initiative brings together schools,
community organisations,
businesses and individuals
to build a stronger and more
cohesive society.
Well done to all students and staff
on this fantastic achievement!
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Build
My

Festival
With an amazing list of speakers,
workshops and visits lined-up to
take place in venues across the Baltic
Triangle and wider City region, this
year’s festival promised to be even
bigger and better than ever.
Day one of the festival saw over
three hundred Year 12 students from
four schools: Liverpool Life Sciences
UTC, The Studio, North Liverpool
Academy and The Kingsway Academy,
gathered in the Camp & Furnace, to
enjoy a morning of engaging careers
talks with a line-up of high profile
speakers. Guests included Labour MP
for Wirral South, Alison McGovern, to
famous actor, comedian and writer,
Neil Fitzmaurice. Students gained
an insight into how each speaker
pursued their respective careers.

Northern
Schools
Trust

Following on from the morning talks,
students split off into individual
pathways based upon their career
aspirations, including Medicine,
Health, Computing, Sport and many
more.
The festival burst into life during
the afternoon sessions as students
enjoyed specialist workshops
and various trips across the
City. Healthcare students had
the opportunity to visit Edge Hill
University for an interactive CPR
workshop and campus tour, while
sports students met with WBA
International Super lightweight boxer,
Tom Farrell, at No Limits Gym to

Build My Future Festival is a dynamic
annual two-day careers event based
in Liverpool. Presented by Northern
Schools Trust, the festival is focused on
encouraging Year 12 students to take
hold of their future and discover their
pathway to success, whether this be a
university place, an apprenticeship or
even full-time employment.

explore his journey through boxing
and take part in an intense fitness
session. Students studying coding
even experienced Angel Solutions’
incredible circus-themed office, ‘The
Angel Circus’ in Liverpool Science
Park. However, one of the most
popular trips involved our Animal
Care students who
visited Tails in the
City, a day care centre
or ‘Dog Creche’ in
Liverpool, spending
some hands-on
time working with
and training the
inhabitants.

Motivation was the theme for the
first session after lunch. Students
were invited over to Constellations
for a growth mind-set workshop with
The Fix Up Team, a group who are
passionate about motivating young
people.

Action Plan

On day two of the
Festival, students
arrived full of
excitement with
another action-packed
schedule awaiting
them. Throughout
the morning, they
met with leaders
and professionals
from their chosen
pathways to share
and discuss their
career aspirations.
Representatives from high profile
organisations, such as We Are
Nova, Sony, University of Liverpool,
The Anfield Wrap, Launch 22 and
Vets 4 Pets joined us to share their
knowledge and expertise of working
within their sector.

The culmination of the festival
saw students attend a careers fair
in the CUC building, where they
were given an opportunity to talk
with universities, apprenticeship
providers and employers from
across the region about their future
ambitions and prospects. To finish
the festival, students headed back
to Constellations to engage in a
collaborative networking event
enabling them to share and discuss
their experiences of the past two
days.

Trust CPD Day
“It is our ambition to be a Trust of outstanding schools
and practitioners providing aspirational, transformational
educations for every one of our students.”
The start of the new term saw
teachers and support staff from
across the Northern Schools Trust
gather together for a CPD day.

brilliant to see staff from across
the Trust interact and engage with
each other during these sessions.

Once all departmental sessions
were completed, staff were
grouped back within their
schools where each Principal
led a session on a specific topic.
Principal at Kingsway, Shelagh
Potter, outlined a strategy aimed
at improving progress of students
in Year 10. ‘Walking-talking’
mock exams were the topic of
The Studio session, as teachers
were instructed to refer to this
technique when feeding back on
Chief Executive of the Trust,
Nigel Ward, kicked off the day by recent mock exams. A speaker
outlining some of the key focuses from Elevate Education, an
organisation who have worked
for 2017. Principals from each
closely with a group of Year 11
of the four schools then took
students to explore the habits of
to the stage to discuss some of
high performing pupils, helped
their highlights from 2016 and
deliver the UTC session which
also pay tribute to the amazing
focused on embedding these
results that have been achieved
good habits into classroom
through Trust collaboration.
practice. North Liverpool
Shannon Thompson, a former
Academy continued their focus
UTC student, also joined us to
on teaching and learning during
discuss the outstanding support
their session, as John Holt, SIO
she received from the UTC
team, which not only helped her SEND/Inclusive Learning from
battle and overcome cancer, but School Improvement Liverpool,
led a session on the SEND Code of
also enabled her to achieve an
outstanding set of A-Level results Practice.
As a Trust, this was the fourth
and gain a place on a Chemistry
course at St Andrews University, time we have held CPD days,
and they continue to be a
Scotland.
huge success. They serve as an
Following on from the morning
talks, staff and teachers broke off excellent opportunity for all
into their individual departments teachers and staff to collaborate
and share their knowledge and
to take part in a number of
expertise.
sessions aimed at encouraging
Hosted at The Kingsway Academy,
the day served as a chance for
staff to reflect on the successes
of 2016, as well as explore the
vision and goals of the Trust
moving forward. It also provided
an opportunity for staff from
all departments to collaborate
and consider developments and
techniques within their individual
fields.

We certainly can’t wait for the
collaboration, sharing best
next CPD day!
practice and developing new,
innovative ways of working. It was

Overall, the festival was a huge
success. It was brilliant to see
students engage with all our speakers
over the two days, and really begin to
‘build their futures’.
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Christmas cheer brought to Alder Hey

Students from North Liverpool Academy visited Alder Hey Children’s Hospital in
December to perform a selection of Christmas carols for children and parents.
Students from all year groups went along to
the hospital to spend some time spreading
festive cheer and brightening the days of
sick children.
The choir group performed in the reception
area of the hospital, where all visitors and
patients at the hospital pass through.
The songs included Jingle Bells, Silent Night
and many other classic Christmas carols.
Mike Westerdale, Principal at North
Liverpool Academy, said “It was a great
pleasure to take a group of students down
to Alder Hey. Students are dedicated to
spending some time within the community
and this was another opportunity they
loved being a part of.”

Annual Christmas Dinner another success
In December, North Liverpool Academy held its annual Christmas dinner for the
elderly of the local community.
Every year staff and students from North Liverpool Academy dedicate their time to host a
Christmas dinner. Residents of sheltered accommodation from around the Anfield area are all
invited along to start their Christmas celebrations.
The afternoon included a three course
meal, Christmas carols from the school
choir and bingo with prizes to be won.
Mike Westerdale, Principal at North
Liverpool Academy, said “This is a heartwarming event which the Academy
loves to be part of. Events like this help
us to give back to the local community
and knowing everybody has gone away
having enjoyed themselves is fantastic.”

Chinese New Year at North Liverpool Academy
In celebration of Chinese New Year, kitchen staff at North Liverpool Academy kindly delivered a Chinese
lunchtime menu to help kick-start the celebrations.
The menu included traditional Chinese dishes,
such as chicken and sweetcorn soup, beef
green pepper in black bean sauce and crispy
battered chicken in sweet and sour sauce, all
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served with a choice of noodles, rice, spring
rolls and prawn crackers.

A big thank you to the kitchen team
for preparing such lovely meals!

The food was enjoyed by both students and
teachers.
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